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Abstract: Gas analysis as a metrological discipline has a history of about 25 years in Switzerland. Starting with the
requirement of reliable reference gas mixtures for legal applications the Swiss Federal Office of Metrology (ME-
TAS) had to increasingly find also calibration solutions for the ambient air level. Thereby the metrological principles
of traceability, uncertainty evaluation and verification as well as the use of unambiguous terminology for quantities
and units were in the focus of the activities. Using three examples different ways of implementing these principles
are explained. For the emission range, traceability is mainly achieved by gravimetrically prepared certified gas
mixtures in pressurised cylinders using high purity gases and a highly reproducible comparison method. The
reactivity and limited stability of the important analytes in the ambient range ask for dynamic methods to secure
traceability to the international system of units (SI). The dynamic methods requiring additionally high accuracy
gas flow measurement techniques and trace gas analysis will be the focus for further developments at METAS.
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1. Introduction

The metrology community became in-
terested already in the early 1980s in gas
analysis as the first field of chemical analy-
sis at national metrology institutes (NMIs).
The reason why gas analysis was the first
field of quantitative chemical analysis is
not very surprising. On one hand there
was a strong pressure from a reactivated
awareness for air pollution problems and
the related political measures taken by the
governments of highly affected as well as
forward-looking countries. On the other
hand in metrology – a branch of science
dominated by physicists and engineers –
the experts were convinced that they could
apply metrological principles also to quan-

titative gas analysis and hence to support
the quality and the reliability of measure-
ment results that would form the basis of
increasingly expensive and far-ranging ac-
tions and decisions.

This development of activities took al-
so place at the Federal Office of Metrology
METAS. There are several approaches to
improve and guarantee a quality fit for the
intended purpose, as will be outlined in the
three examples in Section 4. The economi-
cally limited possibilities of metrology in
Switzerland as well as the quality targets
for the different tasks had to result in ef-
ficient and cost effective solutions in order
to keep measurement quality issues out of
the discussion focus.

Despite the fact that the ambient air
quality in Switzerland has substantially
improved during the last two decades, there
are still substances or groups of substances
that are exceeding the actual limits. In par-
allel the quality of measurement results as
evaluated by national interlaboratory com-
parison tests has improved.[1] In order to
maintain the high credibility of the mea-
sured and published data it is necessary to
keep the efforts for quality assurance and
to further promote the need for traceable,
well validated values with known uncer-
tainties reported in an understandable and
correct form. This is all the more signifi-
cant in view of the recently updated Euro-
pean directive on ambient air quality and
cleaner air for Europe which includes not
only a broader spectrum of analytes but
also very clearly states the data quality
targets expressed in terms of measurement
uncertainty and traceability and the ac-
creditation status for national laboratories
acting as air quality data providers.[2]

2. Historical Aspects and
Motivation

The demand for reliable results for
the measurement of gaseous analytes and
therefore for the respective gas mixture
standards grew with the Swiss national
programmes for air pollution control, in
particular for the control of exhaust gases
from combustion engines and domestic
heaters.[3,4] In 1984 the Swiss Federal Of-
fice of Metrology initiated its activity in
the field of metrology in gas analysis by
setting up a program for the qualification
of exhaust gas analysers for combustion
engines. The result of this imitative was
one of the first regulations for exhaust gas
analysers in Europe in 1985 and the related
conformity assessment work for exhaust
gas analysers.[5] Two years after the vehi-
cle exhaust ordinance, the directive fixing
the requirements for heating plants mea-
suring instruments and the according type
approval were set up in accordance with
the recommendation of the Federal Of-
fice for the Environment (FOEN) for the
measurements of emissions from domestic
heaters.[6,7]

To support the quality assurance of the
already existing producers of gas mixture
standards in Switzerland, METAS under-
took a big effort to setup sets of high qual-
ity gas mixtures and the infrastructure to be
able to compare in an automatic procedure
the gas mixture standards produced by the
Swiss manufacturers in order to build a
national reference.[8] The commercial cer-
tified gas mixtures traceable to national
references were mainly used for type ap-
proval activities and increasingly for the
calibration and verification of gas emis-
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sion instruments as a mean to maintain the
metrological quality.

In the same context of the air pollution
control initiative also the demand for cali-
bration services for analytes, whose mix-
tures are unstable and therefore unsuitable
for storage in gas cylinders, e.g. ozone,
nitrogen dioxide and ammonia, increased
in the early 1990s. The several operators
of national and (inter-)cantonal networks
responsible for the enforcement of the air
pollution control legislation, unified in
an association called Cercl’air, became
increasingly aware of the importance of
quality assurance issues based on intense
political debate about costly and some-
times restrictive cantonal actions referring
to air pollution measurement results.[9]

Consequently METAS began to offer cali-
bration services for ozone calibrators and
for NO and NO

2
transfer standards used

within the networks in 1993 on a voluntary
basis. In the past five years, the average
number of yearly calibrations for ozone
generators was about 30 instruments. The
yearly demand for calibrations based on
dynamically prepared gas mixture stand-
ards of reactive analytes is five to eight, as
yet low but also increasing.

The new service to measure the reten-
tion efficiency of zero gas generators under
close real conditions with trace analytical
methods attracts increasing interest for the
quality assurance of the ground level air
measurements.

3. Basic Aspects of Gas Metrology

Gas analytical measurements can be
divided into two ranges according to the
concentration range: emission applica-
tions and the ambient air or immission
tasks, where also workplace atmosphere
is included. We can roughly assign the
emission range to a amount of substance
fraction of >1 µmol·mol–1 without particu-
larising the components. The ambient air
range would then cover the range below
1 µmol·mol–1.

When indicating ranges the first very
important question arises about the quan-
tity to be used. Should it be a concentration
and if yes, is it a amount of substance con-
centration or a mass concentration? Would
another quantity like volume concentra-
tion or amount of substance fraction not be
much more convenient due to its independ-
ence of standard conditions? What is the
difference between volume concentration
and volume fraction? Unfortunately these
questions are not always answered when
legislative texts are prepared and when
measurement results are published despite
of the fact that there is a really clear and
thoroughly elaborated article by Cvitaš in

line with the current ISO standard 80000-9
that answers all these questions about quan-
tities and units for chemical analysis.[10,11]

In order to avoid possible misinterpreta-
tion of measurement results it is important
to identify two critical areas of misunder-
standings because measurement results
are only comparable when they consist of
a value and an uncertainty statement and
when they refer to the same unit.[12]

The first area of concern where com-
parability is in danger is the correct and
unambiguous use of quantities and their
units. Even in most recent international
standards for ozone and carbon monoxide
measurement the internationally accepted
nomenclature as cited above including the
one specially for gas analysis in the rel-
evant ISO standard 14912 expresses con-
centration of ozone or carbon monoxide in
air in units of nmol·mol–1 or µmol·mol–1 re-
spectively – a substance fraction – despite
the fact that mass concentration in µg·m–3

or mg·m–3 is the quantity in which the limit
and target values in the respective Euro-
pean directive are set.[2,13–15]

Another example of misleading use of
a quantity is the mixing ratio widely used
within the atmospheric chemistry commu-
nity including the world meteorological or-
ganisation (WMO). Mixing is not really a
meaningful attribute to a ratio quantity and
even more important, it is not a ratio but
a fraction, namely a volume or an amount
of substance fraction when expressing the
magnitude of a gaseous compound in the
atmosphere in ppb or ppbv.[16] This may
look nitpicking when applied to the ambi-
ent air range but already for carbon diox-
ide the preparative uncertainties of highest
quality reference materials are below the
difference caused by the definitional dif-
ferences of ratio quantities when aimed
at fractions.[17] For oxygen the naturally
occurring volume fraction, that is the oxy-
gen volume divided by the total volume,
is 209.46 L·m–3 but the volume ratio – the
oxygen volume divided by the volume of
all other gases – would then be about 299
L·m–3 causing a relative definitional differ-
ence of 43%!

The second area of possible misinter-
pretation is the omission of standard con-
ditions for all concentration quantities.
For most of the written standards men-
tioned, there is an indication of standard
conditions, but for the reporting of meas-
urement results it is often unclear to what
standard conditions the volumes are ref-
erenced to. If there would be a uniform-
ity of standard conditions there would be
no real problem, but there are significant
differences. Already in Switzerland we
know at least four different standard con-
ditions for gas analytical measurements.
The first recommendation on immission
measurement cited standard conditions to

be 9 °C and 950 mbar, an attempt to es-
tablish a conventional ‘Swiss mean condi-
tion’.[18] Later revisions of the document
corrected these conditions to 20 °C and
1013.25 hPa in concordance with the four
European daughter directives on ambient
air monitoring. The relative difference
between the mass concentration values
referenced to these different conditions
would already be 2.7%. A special case is
mentioned in the actual immission meas-
urement recommendation for alpine sta-
tions above 1500 m a.s.l.[19] In this case
reference conditions calculated from the
long-time mean for temperature and pres-
sure of the station should be applied. For
emission measurements FOEN published
also recommendations both citing 0 °C
and 1013 hPa.[20,21] When reporting meas-
urement results this variety of standard
conditions in Switzerland and the even
bigger variety in other countries and also
within the international standardisation
organisation makes it compulsory to in-
dicate always the standard conditions of
the volume in order to be able to calculate
comparable concentration values.

Metrological principles that are valid
not only to gas analysis consist of three
main parts, the so-called metrological
tripod: The first leg is the metrological
traceability to realisations of a quantity
– usually a derived quantity, whose input
quantities are themselves traceable to real-
isations within the international system of
units (SI) as it is described by DeBièvre.[22]

The definition of traceability implies the
existence of an unbroken chain of calibra-
tions of measurement results to a stated
reference.[23] Due to the sometimes under-
developed hierarchy of reference stand-
ards in gas analysis – a prerequisite for a
traceability chain – the chain cannot only
be linear but also have horizontal links to
other references of the same quality and
therefore build a network structure. The
evaluation of the measurement uncer-
tainty takes into account the uncertainties
accumulated by comparisons along the
traceability chain to form the second leg.
For a metrological service at METAS the
evaluation is normally done according to
the internationally accepted guide to the
expression of uncertainty in measurement
(GUM) or specific written standards.[24,25]

Because there is always limited flexibil-
ity in applying the traceability principle
and the uncertainty evaluations are based
on models and assumptions that are most
often not completely representative for
the real measurement process it is essen-
tial to pay attention also to the third leg,
the verification. Verification can be done
by comparisons using different measure-
ment means and/or different measure-
ment methods realising or measuring the
same specific quantity with at least the
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to the values of all other mixtures used to
establish the respective analysis function.
In this case we can speak of an almost
horizontal traceability that guarantees
some redundancy and a broad support of
the realised analysis function. This has the
advantage that every non-concordance of
an examined gas mixture with the whole
set of mixtures will be detected and the
national standard is not dependent on only
one mixture that may be faulty for what-
ever reason.

In Fig. 1 an example of the relative er-
rors of gravimetric and former fitted values
with reference to the actual analysis func-
tion is given for the set of carbon dioxide
mixtures. It can be seen that relative dif-
ferences between consecutive compari-
sons is about a factor of 5 to 20 lower than
the evaluated uncertainty according to ISO
standard 6143 and therefore a sufficient
stability over several years can be taken for
granted.[25] The given uncertainty is itself a
factor of 2 to 3 lower than the uncertainty
normally required by reference gas mix-
ture users.

The verification of all these sets of ref-
erence gas mixtures is on the one hand a
means of control by using mixtures pro-
duced by other national metrology insti-
tutes and on the other hand participation in
international key and supplementary com-
parisons. METAS participated in projects
in the framework of EURAMET (formerly
EUROMET) and CCQM with acronyms
K3, P23, P50a, and not yet published
K51.[30,33–35] All these comparisons show
very satisfactory results providing evi-
dence for a successful verification of the
measurement results issued by METAS.

same or a lower uncertainty. Concordant
results of comparisons would then be evi-
dence for the reliable implementation of
traceability to common standards, i.e. the
international system of units (SI) and the
realistic estimation of the measurement
uncertainty.

To be able to fulfil the before-men-
tioned requirements for national stand-
ards, it is imperative to collaborate on
an international level. Therefore METAS
has been an active partner on the subcom-
mittee ‘Gases’ of the EURAMET Tech-
nical Committee Metrology in Chem-
istry (METCHEM) from the beginning
and later also in the Gas Working Group
(GAWG) of the Consultative Committee
for Amount of Substance (CCQM).[26,27]

Several comparisons of the most impor-
tant analytes have been accomplished and
showed the high reliability of the gas ana-
lytical work at METAS as will be shown
in the examples.

4. Examples of Services and their
Metrological Background

The following examples show differ-
ent possibilities of how to establish trace-
ability of measurement results to the SI
and the reasons for the respective choice.
They should make clear that independent
traceability to the SI does not imperatively
mean that primary measurement meth-
ods or reference materials as defined by
the CCQM are required.[28] The resulting
measurement uncertainties determine if a
certain reference material or measurement
instrument for reproducing or indicating
composition values is fit for the intended
purpose.

4.1 Intercomparison of Gravimetric
Gas Standards

Gravimetric gas standards of stable
analytes are produced in Switzerland by
three manufacturers. They are accredited
as calibration laboratories according to
ISO standard 17025 and are using produc-
tion procedures following ISO standard
6142.[29] The target relative expanded un-
certainty for most applications that require
the use of certified gas mixtures is about
1%. In view of this moderate requirement,
METAS decided to abstain from produc-
ing high level gravimetric standards for
combustion gases itself. Instead highly
reproducible and specific comparators in
combination with an automated sampling
system based on an electro polished low
dead volume integrated gas component
system (IGC) from Swagelok® are used.[8]

To analyse CO and CO
2

a commercial
modular GC is used with a unit that trans-
forms the analytes into methane and a
flame ionisation detector. The GC from

Orthodyne has a 1 m packed Porapak™ Q
column. In order to isolate the inlet sys-
tem from ambient pressure fluctuations an
electronic pressure regulation device EL-
PRESS from Bronckhorst is used. For pro-
pane mixtures the methaniser is not used.
For nitrogen monoxide mixtures, the inlet
system is coupled to a chemiluminescence
instrument CLD 700 EL from ECO PHYS-
ICS, and for oxygen mixtures a paramag-
netic instrument SIEMENS Oxymat 6E is
used as the comparison device. The sam-
pling system and the analysers are fully
automated with LabView® programs and
TestStand Sequences.

For each of the analytes mentioned a
set of existing mixtures is regularly com-
pared with newly produced mixtures in
order to renew the set of mixtures because
there is a limited lifetime of the cylinders.
This comparison can be performed with a
reproducibility of <0.05% relative to all
the analytes. Supposing that the individual
mixtures from the Swiss manufacturers
together with mixtures from Van Swinden
Laboratory (VSL) and the National Physi-
cal Laboratory (NPL) as leading metrol-
ogy institutes are independent realisations
of amount of substance fractions traceable
to mass and purity, the comparison con-
ducted according to ISO 6143 can be used
to establish a calibration function for the
whole range of the set of mixtures.[25] This
calibration function can be used to calcu-
late new reference values for every mixture
with somewhat lower uncertainties as it is
done also in so-called CCQM preparative
comparisons.[30–32] The calculated refer-
ence values attributed to the mixtures are
then no longer independent but correlated

Comparison gravimetric values vs. fitted values METAS (CO2 in N2, mmol·mol-1, gravimetric values)
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Fig. 1. Relative errors of gravimetric and former fitted values with reference to the actual
calculated analysis function for the set of carbon dioxide mixtures forming the national standard
in the given range. The uncertainty bars represent relative expanded uncertainties at a level of
confidence of 95% (expansion coefficient k = 2).
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Due to this activity the calibration certifi-
cates for all the published calibration capa-
bilities are mutually recognised by all the
signatories of the CIPM Mutual Recogni-
tion Arrangement.[36]

4.2 Calibration of Ozone
Instruments

Ozone cannot be stored in pressurised
cylinders due to its reactivity. Therefore
a different approach had to be found to
set up a national standard in order to be
able to disseminate reliable values of
amount of substance fractions of ozone
in air. This approach was to establish a
UV photometer as a primary standard in-
strument combined with a highly stable
ozone generation device. In 1993 ME-
TAS was the first European metrology
institute to buy the Standard Reference
Photometer (SRP) no 14, a dual cell in-
strument manufactured by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) and well explained by Viallon.[37]

Shortly afterwards the backup instrument
SRP18 was acquired on one hand to have
some redundancy and on the other hand to
be able to investigate the principle and do
further development.A crucial prerequisite
for the proper operation of the two instru-
ments was the installation of a zero air gen-
eration facility that fulfils the requirements
set in the later published European stand-
ard 14625.[13] The measurement equation
implemented in all SRPs is derived from
the Beer-Lambert and ideal gas laws. The
amount of substance fraction of ozone in
air is calculated from Eqn. (1)

(1)

where α
x
is the linear absorption coefficient

at 253.65 nm and at standard temperature
(T

s
) and pressure (p

s
). Its value was cho-

sen to be the molecular absorption cross
section σ of 1.1476·10–21 m2 recalculated
according to Eqn. (2).

(2)

resulting in α
x

= 308.32 cm–1.[38] Its rela-
tive standard uncertainty of 1.06% is the
predominant component and it would be
a challenge for the future to re-evaluate or
perhaps calculate a more accurate value by
ab initio methods.[37] The optical length L

opt
is taken as the mean geometrical length of
the two cells knowing that the optical length
for the actual design of cells can be longer
due to beam divergence and internal reflex-
ion. This effect is not corrected but to be in-

cluded in the uncertainty budget. Multipath
reflexions are best possibly eliminated by
using tilted cell windows. For the gas tem-
perature T and the gas pressure p in the cells
it is essential to measure as close as possible
to the cells and to include also the possi-
ble temperature and pressure gradients into
the uncertainty evaluation. D is the product
of the transmittances of the two cells with
transmittance defined as the ratio of the
light intensity measured with ozonized air
to the light intensity measured with zero air.
The standard deviation of D is determined
experimentally. All these input quantities
have their own traceability to higher stand-
ards as shown in Fig. 2 except for D which
is a relative quantity only contributing to the
variance of the output quantity.

When calibrating ‘ozone calibrators’
the standard deviation and the resolution
of a device under test also contribute to
the best measurement capabilities. The
actual uncertainty budget for the amount
of ozone fraction of the SRP 14 is sum-
marised in Table 1. When expressing the
best measurement capability we can then
summarise the absolute and the relative
contributions together with the resolution
(0.1 nmol·mol–1) and the standard devia-
tion (0.2 nmol·mol–1) of a best existing de-

vice as a amount of substance fraction de-
pendent expanded uncertainty (Eqn. (3)):

(3)

The national standard for ozone has
to be verified in the same as gas mixture
standards. The verification was initially
done by performing bilateral comparisons
with NIST and other national laboratories.
For that purpose one of the participants had
to travel with a suitable transfer standard
that was in the case of NIST the SRP0. In
2000 the EUROMET project 414 with 15
participating laboratories was completed
and the outcome of this comparison was
a concordance of the participants within
2.5% rel. and some detected problems
with a drifting transfer standard.[39] Three
years later the Bureau International des
Poids et Mesures (BIPM) took an initia-
tive to compare national ozone standards
on a worldwide scale with 23 participants,
some using gas phase titration methods
(GPT). The results and the findings were
published and as a consequence the elimi-
nation of the detected biases for tempera-

Pressure P
Primary standard
METAS

Temperatur T
Primary standard
METAS

Linear absorp-
tion coefficient

x

METAS SRP18

Transfer standard
TEI 49 CPS

Transfer standard
ML 8910

BIPM: SRP27, SRP28Pressure
BIPM

Temp.
BIPM

NIST: SRP0, SRP2Pressure
NIST

Temp.
NIST

EMPA: SRP15, SRP23Pressure
EMPA

Temp.
NIST

PT25 Transfer standardDPI Transfer standard

Optical length
Lopt

NIST

Primary standard SRP14Pressure
METAS

Temp.
NIST

Fig. 2. Traceability scheme of the primary realisation of amount of ozone fractions in air and
dissemination to transfer standards at METAS. The input quantities pressure and temperature are
traceable via different paths to independent realisations traceable to the SI. The optical length
is measured at NIST and the same linear absorption coefficient is chosen by convention from
literature for all photometers.
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ture and optical length was the next effort
in order to improve the concordance that
was already at a level of 1.5% rel. with
some exceptions including GPT.[40] The
upgrade of the Swiss SRPs including those
from the Swiss Federal Laboratories for
Materials Testing and Research (EMPA)
and SRP26 from the Austrian Umweltbun-
desamt (UBA) to eliminate the biases took
place in September 2007 and was reported
in METinfo.[41] The concordance between
the five upgraded SRPs against SRP0 was
found to be within 0.12% rel. The most re-
cent comparison that has the status of a key
comparison conducted also by the BIPM
is an on-going activity and takes place in
phases of two years. METAS performed
its comparison against SRP27 that acted
as a conventional standard in July 2008.
The METAS result is published in MET-
info and the final report of the compari-
son in Metrologia.[42,43] In all comparisons
SRP14 never deviated from the reference
value larger than the stated uncertainty.

4.3 Preparation of Dynamic
Reference Gas Mixtures

In the third example a generation
method represents the national standard
rather than a set of reference materials or
a measuring instrument. The permeation
method as standardised in the specific ISO
standard 6145-10 is able to deliver dynam-
ically generated concentrations of reactive
and volatile compounds in the nmol·mol–1

range that are traceable to the SI via the
national standards for mass, temperature,
time and flow according to the traceability
scheme in Fig. 3.[44] The directly gener-

ated amount of substance fraction x
B

of an
analyte in the dilution gas on a magnetic
suspension balance as described by Zickert
and Quintilii is calculated as in Eqn. (4):

(4)

where q
m
(B) is the mass flow of analyte B

through the permeation membrane at a de-
fined temperature and q

V
(dil) is the refer-

enced volume flow of the dilution gas.[45,46]

The molar volume of the dilution gas at
reference conditions V

m
(dil) and the mo-

lar mass of the analyte M(B) are used to
transform the mass concentration formed
by the first ratio into an amount of sub-
stance fraction. The amount of substance
fraction of the analyte in the dilution gas
x

B
(dil) is in many cases near zero or at

least below the detection limit and there-
fore taken as zero with a related uncer-
tainty that can be substantial for very low
fractions. According to the same prin-
ciple it is also possible to generate gas
mixtures based on calibrated permeation
devices with an external permeation oven
providing a controlled dilution gas flow.
When using this technique it is essential
to reproduce the temperature during the
permeation device calibration in the per-
meation oven with high accuracy and to
calibrate the permeator not only before
but also after use in order to be able to
compensate for possible drifts. Tempera-
ture deviations or corrections due to tem-
perature deviations as well as drift cor-

rection create uncertainty contributions in
addition to the direct method.

The big advantage of the permeation
method is the direct generation of amount
of substance fractions down to the low
nmol·mol–1 range in one step and the ver-
satility to change the amount of substance
fractions by varying the dilution flow very
quickly. These changes have to be fol-
lowed by analysing instruments that are
adapted to the measurement ranges and
very specific to the analytes in order to
detect stable operation and also possible
damages to permeation devices that cause
unstable permeation. Therefore METAS
operates a chemiluminescence detector
42i TL by Thermo for nitrogen oxides, a
photoacoustic infrared photometer TGA-
310 XO by Omnisens for ammonia and a
GC amosBTX 5000 with an adsorption-
thermodesorption step by Analytical Mon-
itors. A synopsis of the actual calibration
capabilities at METAS is given in Table 2.

Unfortunately only a few comparisons
with other institutes and other reference
methods have been performed. The re-
sults of the most recent international key
comparison on ammonia in nitrogen with
the acronym CCQM-K46 are not yet pub-
lished. In general they show that multistep
gravimetric preparation of reactive gases
comes to the limit of being a primary meth-
od, because the assumption that what is
put into a cylinder is the same as that what
comes out of a cylinder, is no longer jus-
tified. Not yet well understood adsorption
and desorption effects that are dependent
on the cylinder inner surface treatment and
of course temperature and pressure play an

Table 1. Uncertainty budget for the amount of ozone fraction in air measured by the national primary UV-photometer SRP14

Input
quantity (y)

Uncertainty u(y) for SRP 14 (METAS)
Sensitivity
coefficient contribution to u(x)

nmol·mol-1Source
Distribution
type

Standard
Uncertainty

Combined
standard
uncertainty u(y)

Optical Path
Length Lopt

Measurement Scale Rectangular 0.0006 cm

0.116 cm 1.30·10-3·xRepeatability Normal 0.004 cm

Divergence Rectangular 0.115 cm

Pressure p
Sensor incl. calibration Normal 0.015 kPa

0.023 kPa 2.3·10-4·x
Difference between cells Rectangular 0.018 kPa

Temperature T
Sensor incl. calibration Normal 0.05 K

0.13 K 4.4·10-4·x
Gradient over cells Rectangular 0.115 K

Ratio of intensities
D

Scaler resolution Rectangular 6·10-6

1.2·10-5 0.24
Repeatability Normal 1·10-5

Lin. Absorption
coefficient αx

Hearn value Normal 3.27 cm-1 3.27 cm-1 1.06·10-2·x

)(yuci

y
xci

optL
x

p
x

T
x

pT
pT

L s

s

optx2
1

x

x
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important role and can lead to significant
changes in the amount of substance frac-
tion and also to losses from one step of
preparation to the next.

5. Outlook and Future Needs

METAS will continue to underpin the
calibration and measurement capabilities

in the framework of the CIPM-Mutual
Recognition Arrangement for selected
analytes or methods. The dynamic genera-
tion of gas mixtures for the ambient con-
centration range will be a focus for future
developments and the permeation method
will be supplemented by the volumetric
dilution method ISO standard 6145-7 and
the diffusion method ISO standard 6145-
8 to broaden the range of analytes and to

profit from the experiences with the per-
meation method.[47,48] The prerequisites
for this effort are continuous high accuracy
calibration services for gas flows below 10
dm3min–1 and a trace gas analysis that is
capable of measuring the required concen-
trations of analytes in the dilution gas.[49,50]

METAS will also initiate comparisons in
the immission measuring range by means
of a highly stable mobile permeation oven
for which all input quantities can easily be
made traceable to national standards. Be-
cause some instabilities of nitrogen dioxide
standards have been reported by Brunner, a
mobile oven currently under development
could also be used as a transfer standard in
national round robin tests or international
comparisons.[1]

Besides metrological services, edu-
cation and consultancy for subjects like
uncertainty evaluation, quality assurance
or validation are continuous tasks that
METAS is prepared to accomplish.

6. Conclusion

METAS offers a range of services in the
field of gas analysis that fulfil the metro-
logical requirements of traceability, known
uncertainty and external verification. The
three mentioned examples show that there
are different possibilities to establish refer-
ences for gas composition quantities. The
choice of the realisation of a national stand-
ard is very much influenced on one hand
by the requirements from a related market
and on the other hand by the simple fea-
sibility and the measurement capabilities
required for the realisation of a reference

Primärnormal

National Standards of

Dynamic generation of a gas mixture
standard with external oven

AnalyteAnalyte Dilution gas

Mass Time Temperature Low gas flows

Quantifying mass flow of
permeation unit

Microgravimetric
primary standard

Permeation unit Temperature sensor

Referenced volume
flow controller

Trace gas analysis:
Quantifying analyte in

dilution gas and impuri-
ties in permeate with

IMR-MS

Fig. 3. General traceability scheme of the permeation method realised as a primary microgravi-
metric gas mixture generator based on a magnetic suspension balance. The lower part describes
the dynamic generation with an independent external permeation oven. To quantify the mass
flow of the analyte, temperature and dilution gas volume flow are only influencing condition
quantities, whereas for the generation in a permeation oven, temperature is a direct input quantity
to calculate the mass flow of the analyte and together with the dilution gas flow the amount of
substance fraction.

Table 2. METAS calibration capabilities with the microgravimetric primary standard based on a magnetic suspension balance and the respective re-
lative expanded uncertainties.

Gas mixture and/or measuring
instrument

Measurand Measuring range U95 /% Notes

NO2 gas mixture Amount of substance fraction 50 nmol mol-1 …
300 nmol mol-1

3 … 2

NH3 gas mixture Amount of substance fraction 50 nmol mol-1 …
1000 nmol mol-1

5 … 2

Gas mixtures containing fractions
of benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene,
m-xylene, o-xylene

Amount of substance fraction 2 nmol mol-1 …
100 nmol mol-1

5 … 1 Binary or multi-component gas
mixtures

NO gas mixture Amount of substance fraction 25 nmol mol-1 …
1000 nmol mol-1

2 … 1.2

NOx measuring instrument NO and NO2 amount of
substance fractions

50 nmol mol-1 …
300 nmol mol-1

NO: 2.5 …1.5

NO2: 3 … 2

NH3 measuring instrument Amount of substance fraction 30 nmol mol-1 …
1000 nmol mol-1

5 … 2

BTEX measuring instrument Amount of substance fractions 2 nmol mol-1 …
100 nmol mol-1

5 … 1 Binary or multi-component gas
mixtures

NO2, NH3, SO2, benzene, toluene,
ethylbenzene, m-xylene, o-xylene
permeation units

Mass flow through membrane 30 ng min-1 …
10‘000 ng min-1

5 … 0.5 In addition: other easily
condensable substances
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method. As in many other fields of metrol-
ogy in chemistry a hierarchy of measure-
ment standards is being established in the
field of gas analysis. The improvements of
concordance on the field level and the very
small number of complaints related to the
measurement quality for legal applications
demonstrate that the effort for reliable
standards is worthwhile.
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